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FOR PUBLICATION  3O MANY  THANKS  TO ALL OUR AUTHORS  FOR  THEIR 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
4HE  CONCEPT  OF  'OLD  "ULLETIN  WAS  ORIGINALLY  DEVELOPED 
BY  THE  #HAMBER  OF -INES  IN  3OUTH  !FRICA  WHO  SET  UP  THE 
)NTERNATIONAL 'OLD #ORPORATION LATER TO BECOME 7ORLD 'OLD 
#OUNCIL	  4HEY  RECOGNISED  THE  NEED  FOR  A  JOURNAL  FOCUSED 













THE ONE OF  THE  FEW APPLICATIONS OF GOLD  THAT DOES NOT  RELY 
ON ITS METALLURGICAL PROPERTIES OR ITS CHEMICAL NOBILITY 4ODAY 
GOLD  NANOTECHNOLOGY  IS  THE  MODERN  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THIS 
ANCIENT  TECHNOLOGY  AND  HAS  AN  EXCITING  FUTURE  IN  INDUSTRIAL 
AND  MEDICAL  APPLICATIONS  !S  'RAHAM  (UTCHINGS  NOTED  IN 
HIS 'OLD  PLENARY  LECTURE  ³NANOGOLD´  HAS  A GREAT PART 
TO  PLAY  IN  'REEN  #HEMISTRY  ¯  ENERGY  GENERATION  POLLUTION 
CONTROL AND THE PROTECTION OF OUR FRAGILE ENVIRONMENT AS WELL 
AS IN MEDICAL ADVANCES
7E WILL  BE MARKING  THIS  TH  ANNIVERSARY WITH  A  SPECIAL 
³2UBY´ ISSUE LATER THIS YEAR !S YOU WILL NOTE IN THIS AND FURTHER 
³BUMPER´ ISSUES WE CONTINUE TO PUBLISH MANY PRESENTATIONS 
MADE  AT  THE 'OLD    CONFERENCE  IN  ,IMERICK  AS WELL  AS 
'OLD "ULLETIN    
PAPERS  SUBMITTED  DIRECTLY  TO  THE  JOURNAL  5NFORTUNATELY  IT 
IS NOT POSSIBLE  TO PUBLISH ALL 'OLD  PAPERS HERE 3OME 
'OLD    PAPERS  ARE  BEING  PUBLISHED  IN  SPECIAL  ISSUES  OF 










FEATURE  WHICH  HAS  PROVED  MOST  SUCCESSFUL  7ATCH  OUT  FOR 




4HIS  ISSUE  ALSO  CELEBRATES  THE  TH  "IRTHDAY  OF  0ROFESSOR 
'EOFFREY  "OND  WHO  HAS  MADE  SIGNI½CANT  CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO  GOLD  CATALYSIS  AND  TO  'OLD  "ULLETIN	  OVER  MANY  YEARS 
$AVID  4HOMPSON  REVIEWS  'EOFFREY´S  INTERESTS  IN  GOLD 
CATALYSIS  IN  A  TRIBUTE  IN  THIS  ISSUE  )  AM  SURE  YOU  ALL  JOIN 
ME AND THE EDITORIAL TEAM IN WISHING 'EOFF "OND A VERY HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
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